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Modeling of Washing Circuits in Mining -
A Networked System Approach

Tri Tran and Q. P. Ha

Abstract— The models of two process system networks in
an alumina refinery are developed in this paper. These models
have been used in the numerical simulations in previous work.
They are the washing circuits widely used in the mineral
processing plants. The process modeling here is to derive
a state space model for the multi-variable feedback control
design purpose. The complex process system is modelled as an
interconnected system having a mixed connection configuration.
The interactions between equipment and sub-processes via
the material flows within an unit operation are modelled
as interactive variables of subsystems under the auspices of
interconnected system formulation.

I. INTRODUCTION

In the production of alumina from the bauxite ores, the
Bayer cycle is recognised as a unique processing technology.
A block diagram of the Bayer cycle is illustrated in Figure
1 below, whereby there are four main departments, namely
Predesilication and Digestion, Clarification and Washing,
Precipitation and Evaporation.

Pre-Desilication
and

DIGESTION

CLARIFICATION
and

Washing Circuit

PRECIPITATION

CLASSIFICATION

EVAPORATION

Alumina

Bauxite

CALCINATION

Solid 
Residue

Fig. 1. The Bayer cycle of bauxite refining.

The production basically dilutes the red bauxite ore in
certain forms, most likely is the solid Gibbsite - Trihy-
drate, Boehmite - Monohydrate (Al2O3.H2O) and Kaolinite
(Al2O3.2SiO2.2H2O), together with some impurities, such
as, Silica (SiO2), Iron Oxide (Fe2O3) and Titania (TiO2), to
obtain the soluble NaAlO2 and the solid desilication product
3Na2O.3Al2O3.5SiO2.5H2O (in the Digestion stage). It is
then going through a series of Clarification and Precipitation
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stages, then subsequently through the Classification and
Calcination stages to become the final product of white
alumina powder (Al2O3). Waters from the residue liquors are
recovered by the Evaporators and fed back to the Digestion
stage. The residue solids are washed to eliminate all toxic
chemicals before being deposited into tight ponds. Some
references for the alumina refining process can be found
in [1], [2], [3], [4], [5], [6], [7], [8]. A typical counter-
current Washing Circuit and a circulated Pre-desilication are
considered in this paper.

II. THE COUNTER-CURRENT WASHING CIRCUIT

The counter-current washing technology is widespread
used in the mineral processing industry. The process flow
diagram of a typical washing circuit is given in Figure 2.
In an alumina refinery, the washing circuit recovers caustic
soda from the residues of the upstream thickeners and
clarifiers. Three residue washers are normally in operation.
The inlet slurry is fed into the first washing stage while
fresh condensates (water) are added to the final stage. The
level of liquor on the top and the level of residue solids
in the bottom of each washing tank will be continuously
measured and controlled. Each washing stage (a tank) will
have an underflow and overflow pump (e.g. P-11 and P-12,
respectively, of the first tank in Figure 2 ).

The main inlets of a washing tank will be from the
upstream underflow and downstream overflow. The mixing
of underflow and overflow streams will occur in a mixer
prior to feeding into each tank. Flocculants are added after
the slurry is mixed to enhance the settling conditions. The
settled residue which has lower levels of caustic is raked to
the tank perimeter where it is removed and pumped to the
next downstream stage. The overflow liquor which has higher
levels of caustic is pumped to the next upstream tank. The
caustic content is thus reduced as residues move down the
washing circuit. The underflow rates are linearly proportional
to the residue levels while the overflow rates are proportional
to the liquor levels.

A washing stage is represented by a subsystem state space
model in this control modeling approach. Three controlled
variables (plant outputs) of each subsystems correspond to
the residue level, liquor level and slurry density. The manip-
ulated variables of the first tank are the feeding slurry and
flocculant flow rates, of the second tank is the flocculant flow
rate, and of the third tank are the condensate and flocculant
flow rates. A modular control strategy has been applied to
this washing circuit instead of a plant wide strategy, wherein
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Fig. 2. A typical counter-current Washing Circuit.

the regulations of the underflow and overflow pumps depend
only on the liquor and residue levels of the same stage.

1) State Space Model: The continuous-time state space
models of the interaction-oriented format presented by [9]
are given here. In the interaction-oriented models, the cou-
pling vectors (or interaction vectors) between subsystems
are explicitly articulated as input and output vectors. Only
non feed-through systems are considered in this paper. The
system models are depicted by the block diagram in Figure 3.
The state space model of the large-scale system is as follows:

ẋ(t) = Ax(t) +Bu(t) + Ev(t), (1)
w(t) = Fx(t), v(t) = Hw(t), y(t) = Cx(t), (2)

where x, u, y, v, and w are, respectively, state, control,
measurement output, interaction input and interaction output
vectors. It is represented by a block diagonal system formed
by the member subsystems (i.e. A,B,E, F,C are diagonal
matrices) and the interconnection process modeled by H . H
is the global coupling matrix. It contains the information of
interconnections between subsystems. The elements of H is
either 1 or 0 only.

ẋ(t) =

A1

A2

A3

x(t) +

B1

B2

B3

u(t) +

E1

E2

E3

 v(t), (3)

w(t) =

F1

F2

F3

x(t), v(t) = Hw(t). (4)

The block diagram representing the interaction-oriented
model of interconnected systems [9] is shown in Figure 3
below. This type of model can also be called two port state
space model in the control literature.

Gj

uj yj

wjvj

wv

u y

Gh

uh yh

whvh

G

u y

wv

H

Fig. 3. Block diagram of the large-scale system Σ with h subsystems Gj

and the interconnection process H .

2) First-Principle Equations: The differential equations
for the three tanks in this washing circuit are as follows:

Tank 1 :
dhu1

dt
= −qu1 + qfeed − a11 ρfeed hu1

dho1

dt
= −qo1 + qo2 + a12 ρfeed hu1

dρu1

dt
= a13 ρsl1 + fadd1 + a14 hu1

Tank 2 :
dhu2

dt
= −qu2 + qfeed − a22 ρfeed hu2

dho2

dt
= −qo2 + qo2 + a22 ρfeed hu2

dρu2

dt
= a23 ρsl2 + fadd2 + a24 hu2

Tank 3 :
dhu3

dt
= −qu3 + qfeed − a33 ρfeed hu3

dho3

dt
= −qo3 + qo2 + a32 ρfeed hu3

dρu3

dt
= a33 ρsl3 + fadd3 + a34 hu3 ,

where
hui is the underflow solid level in Tank i (m).
hoi is the overflow liquor level in Tank i (m).
qui is the underflow flow-rate of Tank i (m3/hrs).
qoi is the overflow flow-rate of Tank i (m3/hrs).
faddi is the flocculant flow-rate of Tank i (mm3/hrs).
ρui is the underflow solid density of Tank i (kg/m3).
ρsli is the solid density inside Tank i (kg/m3).
ρfeed is the slurry feed density (kg/m3).

ai1, ai2, ai3, ai4 are the process parameters of Tank i.

When the underflow pumps (regulating qui ) and overflow
pumps (regulating qoi ) are set in a cascade configuration,
wherein their set points are obtained from the corresponding
level measurements of the same tanks, the models become

dhu1

dt
= −b11hu1 + qfeed − a11 ρfeedhu1 − c11b22ho2

dho1

dt
= −b12 ho1 + b22 ho2 + a12 ρfeed hu1

dρu1

dt
= a13 ρsl1 + fadd1 + a14 hu1

dhu2

dt
= −b22hu2 + qfeed − a22ρfeedhu2 − c22b22ho2

dho2

dt
= −b22ho2 + b22ho2 + a22ρfeedhu2

dρu2

dt
= a23ρsl2 + fadd2 + a24hu2

dhu3

dt
= −b33hu3 + qfeed − a33ρfeedhu3 − c33qcond

dho3

dt
= −b32ho3 + qcond + a32ρfeed hu3

dρu3

dt
= a33ρsl3 + fadd3 + a34 hu3

where bi1 and bi2 represent the set-point ratio transferred
from the outer controller to the inner controller of the cascade
level control loop in Tank i, while qcond is the condensate
flow rate feeding to the final washing stage in Tank 3.

The following linearised state-space realisation matrices
(at the nominal operating point of ρu1o , ρu2o , ρu3o ) are then
obtained:
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A1 =

−b11 − a11ρu1o 0 0
a12ρu1o −b12 c22
−a14 0 0

 , B1 =

1 0
0 0
0 1

 ,

A2 =

−b21 − a21ρu2o 0 0
a32ρu2o −b22 0
−a24 0 c32

 , B2 =

00
1

 ,

A3 =

−b31 − a31ρu3o 0 c23
a32ρu3o −b32 0
−a34 0 0

 , B3 =

−c31 0
1 0
0 1

 ,

F1 =

[
b11 0 0
0 0 1

]
, F2 =

[
b21 0 0
0 0 b22

]
,

F3 =
[

0 b32 0
]
.

With the parameters provided from an actual alumina
refinery project, the state space realisation matrices are
provided in the following:

A1 =

 −29 0 0
17 −6 0.5
−8 0 0

 , B1 =

 1 0
0 0
0 1

 ,

E1 =

 0 −0.4
0 2
0 0

 , C1 =

[
1 0 0
0 1 0

]
,

A2 =

 −14 0 0
18 −0.5 0
−3 0 0.2

 , B2 =

 0
0
1

 ,

E2 =

 2 0 −1 0
0 0 0 0
0 0.8 0 0

 , C2 =

[
1 0 0
0 1 0

]
,

A3 =

 −16 0 1
12 −0.7 0
−6 0 0

 , B3 =

 −0.1 0
1 0
0 1

 ,

E3 =

 2
0.8
0

 , C3 =

[
1 0 0
0 1 0

]
,

F1 =
[

0.5 0 0
0 0 1

]
,

F2 =
[

0.5 0 0
0 0 1

]
,

F3 = [ 0 0.7 0 ] ,

H =


0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 1 0
1 0 0 0 1
0 1 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 1 0

 .

We have applied the technique of defining boundaries
for sub-processes for lumped parameter models to the tank
models here; see, e.g. [10]. This model has been used for
feedback control designs in our previous work; see, e.g. [11],
[12], [13], [14], [15].

III. THE PREDESILICATION UNIT OPERATION

In the predesilication department, the extracted bauxite
ores are fed into grinding machines, then preheated and
circulated through a system of settling and predesilicating
tanks before being mixed with heated soda in the digesters.
If the process is designed with only one mill grinder, it is
divided into three subsystems. The process diagram is given
in Figure 4. The mill grinding area (subsystem 1) has one
grinding mill (ML-1) built with a belt weigher (W-11), a
mill slurry tank (T-11), and a relay tank (T-21). Each mill
is installed with an independent inching control system. The
heating and predesilication area (subsystem 2) has one steam
heater (H-21) built with mill slurry pumps (P-21), booster
pumps (P-22) and three predesilicating tanks (T-21, -22, -23)
built with transfer and recirculation pumps (P-23, -24, -25).

L
P-11

   T-11

  W-11

L

W
ML-1

FCV-11

T-11

LCV-11
L

        T-21
P-23

  T-22
P-24

  T-23
P-25

   R-31

P-32

Subsystem 2

L

L

F

F

F

F

L

L

F

P-31

F

F

H-31

T

T

T

F

F

F

Subsystem 1 Subsystem 3

H-32

H-21

P-21

P-22
T

F

F

Fig. 4. Pre-desilication unit operation without parallel subsystems.

The saturated liquor from the reactor tank R-31 in subsystem
3 is extracted and recirculated back to the mill grinding area.

The large-scale system is modeled as three subsystems
interconnected to each other. The control input subsystem
1 is the mill feed solid flow rate via the belt weigher (W-
11). The control for this subsystem (only) is preferable with
on/off (bang-bang) control. The levels in the mill, slurry
and relay tanks are its states. The control inputs for the
predesilication tanks in subsystem 2 are the transfer and
recirculation flow rates (P-23, -24, -25). The levels in three
predesilication tanks are its states. The temperature and flow
control loops in this subsystem are not included in this
scheme. The two control inputs of subsystem 3 are steam
and caustic soda flow rates feeding to the top of the reactor
tank R-31. The level and temperature in the reactor R-31 are
its states.

Similarly to the counter-current washing circuit model
above, the state space model of the large-scale system is
as follows:

ẋ(t) = Ax(t) +Bu(t) + Ev(t), (5)
w(t) = Fx(t), v(t) = Hw(t), y(t) = Cu(t), (6)

where x, u, y, v, and w are, respectively, state, control,
measurement output, interaction input and interaction output
vectors. It is represented by a block diagonal system formed
by the member subsystems (i.e. A,B,E, F,C are block
diagonal matrices) and the interconnection process modeled
by H . H is the global coupling matrix. It contains the
information of interconnections between subsystems. The
elements of H is either 1 or 0 only.

A1 =

−1.4 0.3 0
0 −1.8 1.5
0.1 −2.7 1.06

 , B1 =

00
1

 ,

E1 =

0.580
0.58

 , C1

[
1 0 0
0 1 0

]
, F1 =

[
1 0 0

]
,

A2 =

−0.76 0 0.25
.48 −0.56 0
0 0.2 −0.34

 , B2 = −

1 0 0
0 1 0
0 0 1

 ,

E2 =

0.80
0

 , C2 =

[
1 0 0
0 1 0

]
, F2 =

[
0 0 1

]
,
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Fig. 5. Counter-current washing circuit with parallelized subsystems.

A3 =

[
−4.3 5.9
−1.8 2.7

]
, B3 =

[
1 0
0 1

]
,

E3 =

[
0.5
0

]
, C3 =

[
1 0
0 1

]
, F3 =

[
0 1 0

]
, H =

0 0 1
1 0 0
0 0 0

 .

IV. MODELING OF PARALLELIZED PROCESS STREAMS

In order for the mineral processing plants to operate
continuously while doing equipment maintenances, it is
usually designed to have backing up streams of process
systems or unit operations within every department. We
called this backing up stream as parallelized, or parallel
splitting streams, or parallel redundant, in the state space
model. The parallelized term is used to distinguish with
the parallel subsystems [16] formally defined in the control
literature for non-splitting streams.

A. Parallelized Subsystems

The process diagram of the washing circuit with the
parallel redundant washing stage T-2b is given in Figure
5. The nested system models, consisting of Units and Sub-
systems, will be deployed for the large-scale system having
mixed connection configurations like this one. The large-
scale process is grouped into three Units. Unit 1 has two
Subsystems. Units 2 an 3 each has one Subsystem.

For clarity, the modeling process for generic cases is
given in detail here. the A large-scale system is viewed as
consisting of two layers, Units and Subsystems. Consider
a large-scale system Σ consisting of h units, denoted as
Gj , j = 1 . . . h. Each unit Gj has gj subsystems, denoted
as Sji, i = 1 . . . gj . The hierarchical tree representing the
nested subsystems is given in Figure 6 to illustrate subsystem
denotations in this chapter and Thesis. Each subsystem Sji

is represented by the discrete-time state space model of the
form

Sji :

{
xji(k + 1) = Aji xji(k) +Bji uji(k) + Eji vji(k),

yji(k) = Cji xji(k), wji(k) = Fji xji(k),
(7)

Σ

Gj GhG1 ... ...

Sj1 Sji
... ... Sjg

j

S11 S1i
... ... S1g

1

Sh1 Shi
... ... Shg

h

... ...

Large-Scale System 

Units

Subsystems 

Fig. 6. Denotations for Subsystems, Units and the Large-Scale System.

where Eji = [Eπji Eσji], vTji = [vTπji vTσji], Fji =
[Fπji Fσji], wT

ji = [wT
πji w

T
σji], in which vσji and wσji are

serial coupling input and output vectors respectively, while
vπji and wπji are parallelized coupling input and output
vectors; xji is the state vector, yji is the measurement output
vector, uji is the control input vector. It is notably that, there
are hΣ :=

∑h
j=1 gj subsystems Sji in Σ.

1) Serial Connections: : Two subsystems Sξi and Sζo are
said to be serially connected (SC) if the coupling input vector
vσξi of Sξi is the coupling output vector wσζo of Sζo , i.e.

(SC) vσξi(k) = wσζo(k). (8)

In the following, Mj (of unit Gj) denotes the diagonal
matrix diag[Mji]

gj
1 , and v∗j denotes the stacking vector

[v∗j1T . . . v∗jgj
T ]T (i.e. unit subscript j remains). A unit Gj

is represented by the block diagonal system formed by gj
parallelized subsystems Sji as

Gj :

{
xj(k + 1) = Aj xj(k) +Bj uj(k) + Ej vj(k),

yj(k) = Cj xj(k), wj(k) = Fj xj(k),
(9)

where Ej = [Eπj Eσj ], vTj = [vTπj vTσj ], Fj = [Fπj Fσj ],
wT

j = [wT
πj wT

σj ] .

Sj

uj yj

wπjvπj

Sj

uj yj

wπjvπj

Sj

uj yj

wπjvπj

wππjvππj

wπj

uσj wσj

uσj wσj

uσj wσj

+++

()

wπj
()

wπj
()

vπj
()

vπj
()

vπj
()

÷÷÷÷

Split

Fig. 7. Parallel Connections of a Unit Gj having Three Subsystems.

2) Parallel Connections within One Unit: : The paral-
lelized coupling vectors vπji and wπji of all subsystems Sji

belonging to a unit Gj are assumed, without loss of general-
ity, having the same size. If there is only one parallelized
signal, the block diagram of the parallelized connections
within a unit Gj having three subsystems (gj = 3) is given
in Figure 7. The divider operator at vππj in this figure
represents the splitting of vππj into v

(ℓ)
πj .

Two new signals, vππj and wππj are introduced here.
While the outputs wπj are sum up to become wππj , the input



Gj

uj yj

wσjvσj

wσvσ

u y

Gh

uh yh

wσhvσh

G

u y

wσvσ

wππvππ

wππjvππj

wππhvππh

Hσ

Hππ

wππvππ

Fig. 8. Block Diagram of the Large-Scale System Σ with Units Gj .

vππj is split up into vπj . Their relationships are represented
by two matrices Ψvj and Ψwj , which are defined as

(PC)
vππj = vπj1 + · · ·+ vπjgj := Ψvjvπj ,

wππj = wπj1 + · · ·+ wπjgj := Ψwjwπj ,
(10)

where vTπj = [vTπj1 . . . v
T
πjgj

], wT
πj = [wT

πj1 . . . w
T
πjgj

].

In the parallel redundant configuration, where the mate-
rial or energy flows are split into smaller flows to each
subsystems, it is impossible to have a constant splitting
ratio at all time, but rather dynamic ratios. The splitting
ratios between vπji of vπj should, therefore, be time-varying
and unknown. Due to these unknown splitting ratios of
parallelized subsystems, the connectivity of the large-scale
interconnection process can not be established on the basis
of subsystems. The common input and output vectors, vππj
and wππj , of parallelized connections are involved in the
connection processes, instead of vπj and wπj of subsystems.

In the following, M (of Σ) denotes the block diago-
nal matrix diag[Mj ]

h
1 , and v∗ denotes the stacking vector

[v∗1T . . . v∗hT ]T (unit subscripts j vanish). The large-scale
system Σ is represented by the block diagonal system formed
by h diagonal units Gj (or hΣ subsystems Sji), and the large-
scale interconnection processes Hσ,Hππ as

Σ :


x(k + 1) = Ax(k) +B u(k) + Ev(k)

y(k) = Cx(k), w(k) = Fx(k),

vππ(k) = Hππ wππ(k), vσ(k) = Hσ wσ(k).

(11)

where
E = [Eπ Eσ], F = [Fπ Fσ], v

T = [vTπ vTσ ], w
T = [wT

π wT
σ ].

The parallelized connection process inside Σ is as follows:

vππ(k) = Ψv vπ(k), wππ(k) = HππΨw wπ(k), (12)

where Ψv = diag[Ψvj ]
h
1 , Ψw = diag[Ψwj ]

h
1 .

The interconnections between units and subsystems are
specified by the interconnection matrices Hππ and Hσ re-
spectively. The elements of Hππ and Hσ are zero or one
only. The block diagrams of the large-scale system Σ from
the unit perspective are depicted in Figure 8.

V. CONCLUSION

Developing state space models for the two mineral separa-
tion processes for the multi-variable feedback control design
purpose has been presented. By employing the interaction-
oriented model of interconnected systems introduced in the
control literature, the complex process systems have been
modeled by the granularity of its subsystems and their inter-
actions. The first-principle differential equations describing
the corresponding process systems have been used. The
linearised state realisation matrices are then obtained from
the differential equations as a direct result. The developed
models have been successfully deployed with decentralised
and distributed model predictive control schemes in previous
work.
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